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About This Game

DogFighter is a fast paced, arcade aerial combat game with arena style gameplay values. Players can compete against up to 15
opponents in 4 multiplayer modes, or go solo in 7 single player game modes, using beefed up biplanes sporting over 20 different

offensive and defensive weapons...

Key features:

Take to the skies against up to 15 players in classic online multiplayer game modes such as Deathmatch, Team
Deathmatch and Capture the flag flag as well as the all new Wolf Pack Co-Op game mode.

Use several advanced server options to enable variations on the normal game modes by including the likes of Insta-Gib,
Turbo Mode and Black Death.

"Easy-to-fly" flight model with the controls you need to execute advanced manoeuvres such as Barrel Roll and
Immelmann Turn.

Beautifully created environments that are as much a player in the game as the people piloting the craft.

With 8 unique craft and over 20 different weapons and defensive measures, DogFighter caters to all game play styles.

Online leaderboards and friend tracking.
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Steam Cloud supported.

Includes Steam Achievements.

Updates so far:

Joystick Support

New Map: The Old Gods

New Craft: Mongoose

Added: Tutorial Mode

Added Game Modes: Lone Wolf and Wolf Pack

... and that’s just the start.
Since its launch, DogFighter has been updated on numerous occasions. As well as the usual bug fixes and polish we have

introduced...

Joystick Support

Weapon and Control completely rebalanced

A new map, new co-op game mode “Wolf Pack” and the new craft; The Mongoose.

Configurable Xbox Controller Support

Take to the skies and deal lead death to your enemy using a state-of-the-art flight model that gives players unprecedented
command of DogFighter’s craft. Complete control of the craft, combined with easily executed advanced manoeuvres such as the

Barrel Roll, give DogFighter players the tools they need to master the skies.
With environments built to both slay and save you, the environments in DogFighter offer the player a more interactive

experience than is usual for the genre. Players can enjoy piloting their craft down mining tunnels, through pyramids and active
volcanoes, in environments designed to deliver a more varied, more interactive gaming experience. Fly low, fly fast!
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You get what you pay for.
a fun but limited deathmatch game that has no one playing online

the bots you play against are way too easy and they cheat like crazy. unlimited boost, they tailgate you forever while airbraking.
they dont stall but you do.
 they are way too easy, very repetitive and only become dangerous in groups
(even on the hardest setting)

it could use better controller support,
allthough it works well enough using one.
the way they work make menu choices slow and tedious.
instead of jumping through the options,
a controller gives you a slow moving arrow as you use a mouse.
ingame they work well enough

the multiplayer part is dead, no one online

i give it a 6\/10 overall.
would be more if there actually was anyone online.

it's ok for some mindless fun. Crap controls for casuals. But they ARE trying to fix it. It's only two bucks and fifty cents, what
could go wrong?. The community is kinda dead, it was fun at the time but not worth it anymore.. Gets boring fast, too simple
(and thus limited) controls.. needs more planes but its fun. Super fun :( But we never could play more than 3 players the 4th
player would just be kicked for no reason at all.. Was hoping this to be related in some way to the fantastic but old dogfigher
game where you fly in the house and fight with toys.

The game lacks polish. The UI (menus, dialogs, controls) are aweful. There is no way to control or change the settings while in
the tutorial. If I need to invert the axes or change mouse sensitivity I have to quit and restart the tutorial. Enabling realistic flight
mode made the plane move like a snake. absolutely out of control. May be the controls are better with xbox controller, but the
lack of polish everywhere makes me doubt that. For 2.99 it is probably a very good game for a young kid. But for any serious
players its waste of money and slot on steam.. The graphics is decent, if only the shadows are rendered properly because it looks
very blocky. OK gameplay, mediocre music, enough amount of content. Buy it if you really don't have any other plane simulator
games 'cause its quite cheap.. This game's been dead for years, don't buy it.
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This is actually a pretty fun game, at least single player wise. It scratches a nice itch I've been wanting for a long time, arcade
style death match with planes.

Does the game have flaws? Absolutely. But do those flaws detract from the game? Not really, in my opinion. Is it a bad game?
No. Not a by a long shot. It could be better but it certainly could be a lot worse.. DogFighter is an extremely fun flight combat
game. The level of customization, the decent number of maps and the plethora of game modes really sell this game. DogFighter
is more than a dogfighting simulator, it is a dogfighting game. You should totally get this game while it is cheap.

It is tough to find a match online but when you do get into a match the game is totally worth it.

If you haven't already listened to me and bought this game, you sir are a fool. Primarily because you didn't listen to me.

Verdict: BUY. Very arcadish game, with simple Video-game style straight foward action, I dont know why but when I play this
game I ALWAYS win every round if I want to. For the price its an average ok game, its not the kind of game where u spend lots
of hours, iven than the game is well made, with server with lots of players.. Great, fast-paced wee game, with a definite arcade
cabinet-like feel from it! For the price, this is an utter steal!. This game could have been better if people actually liked it and
there was better developer support. The devs offered some patches here and there but since it never picked up a community, the
game died off quickly.

It's an arcadey flying game where you shoot everyone else's planes. Fun? For some people, prolly. For flight sim fans, prolly
not.. worth the £1.99

its fun arcade type of game.. fun game for the price. It's one of those game you don't play for hours on end but it is good for a
hour or two every now and again.. I am reluctant to trash a game with so little gameplay minutes but this game puts forward all it
has to offer very quickly. Unfortunately it is not quite as good as one could have hoped after seeing the trailer.

The trailer video shows ultra-tight multiplay fun and really fast flying! ...but in reality the speed is not there. Boost does not add
much. There are also zero people online.

And the controls: Play it with a gamepad and aiming is hell. Play it with a flightstick and the twitchy gameplay will be hell for
you and your stick. Play it with a mouse and you will get trashed in the close quarters turns. I simply was not able to find a
proper control scheme that worked. Mouse was the best though.

A flying arcade game can be fast and playable on multiple control types. e.g. Skydrift.

It is not an entirely lost case though. Game is probably at it's best when played with a few friends who are all of the same skill
level. This could probably be quite nice LAN game among friends. But playing against the few random humans online or bots?
Forget it. Not worth it even at this price.
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